THE GAME OF RUGBY

EdRugby Online Educational Resource
LESSON: Walla Ready 9
THEME: The game of Rugby

Beginners

DESCRIPTION:
The remaining two lessons in this sequence of ten lessons involve the organising
and staging of a Round Robin Walla Rugby Tournament. Students apply the skills
they’ve learnt throughout the Walla Ready Beginner unit.

OUTCOMES
This lesson contributes to the achievement of the following unit outcomes:

Health and Physical Education
Performs and repeats linked movement sequences that display consistency
and control.
Demonstrates the linking of a series of motor skills, using equipment, in a
game that requires communication, cooperation and rules.
Demonstrates coordinated actions of the body by performing and modifying
movement sequences.
Devises and implements strategies in games, using and adapting a range of
motor skills.

SUGGESTED TIME:
40 minutes (this may be easily adapted to suit your own class situation)

WHAT YOU NEED:
– Rugby balls (one ball per three students)
– markers (ie witches hats, plastic domes)
– coloured braids
– refer to equipment and set-up below for more details
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PART 1: PREPARATION
a. An important aspect of organising a Walla Rugby tournament is planning.
Read the series of teacher reference materials at the end of this lesson,
which outline the resources required, and the Round Robin formats and
scoring tables to be used.
b. Explore some of the Key Ideas to enhance your Walla Rugby Tournament.

Key ideas to enhance your Walla Rugby Tournament
You may like to spend some additional planning time to incorporate some of
the following ideas during your class Walla Rugby Tournament:
–

Encourage students to organise, manage and participate in the Walla
Rugby Tournament by using the four EdRugby Online Walla Rugby
Tournament lessons.

–

Encourage team spirit by letting students name their teams, design
mascots and logos, develop team war crys, organise an opening and
closing ceremony. (See EdRugby Online lessons e.g. Mascots).

–

Invite members of the local community to participate in the Walla Rugby
Tournament e.g. refereeing, spectators etc.

–

Invite members of the local Rugby club to attend the Walla Rugby
Tournament and suggest a follow-on event, e.g. junior sign-up fun day at
the club.

–

Survey students at the end of the unit / tournament and work on ways
to improve the unit.

–

Organise an inter-class, intra-school, or teacher v. student Walla Rugby
Tournament following your class Walla Rugby Tournament.

–

Recognise your students for being good sports on and off the Walla
Rugby field with a Good Sport Award!

–

Use some of the cross-curriculum lessons from the EdRugby Online
Teaching Resource to inspire some unique activities, e.g. publicity of
tournament, naming a trophy after a Rugby legend, teams design
mascots and/or anthems etc.

For an additional copy of the Round Robin Formats and Scoring tables, see
the Teacher Reference material at the end of this lesson.
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PART 2: INTRODUCTION
Suggested time: 5 minutes – 15 minutes
Introduce the lesson by explaining to the students that the next lessons in the
unit will be devoted to students applying the skills they’ve learnt during the unit
in a Round Robin Walla Rugby Tournament.
Using the Teacher Reference sheets at the end of this lesson, outline the
following parts of the tournament that will have an impact on the students,
including:
–

fields and equipment to be used and/or set up prior to the tournament

–

referees for the games, the rules/laws of the game, and respect for referees

–

time of games and the system to be used to indicate the end of a game

–

team selection i.e. equal ability

–

the Round Robin format and scoring table to be used.

Additionally if you have used the EdRugby Online Walla Rugby Tournament
lessons you can recap on each student’s role and responsibility throughout
the tournament.
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PART 3: WARM UP
Suggested time: 5 minutes
Once teams have been selected and know how the tournament is organised,
give teams time to actively warm-up. The warm up is designed to prepare muscles
for action, stimulate the release of free fatty acids, increase the blood flow
throughout the body, prepare the mind for action, prevent injury and increase
the ability of muscles to slide freely about one another.
The warm up usually includes a general aerobic component, flexibility exercises,
and some simple sport-specific exercises.
General aerobic components include walking, marching with high knees, jogging
with changing directions.
Flexibility exercises include a range of stretches. Passive stretching helps to
increase students’ flexibility without the risk of muscle soreness. It involves
students adopting a position of near maximum stretch for up to 15-20 seconds.
Students should then relax and repeat the same stretch with greater stretch
for 15-20 seconds. This procedure is best repeated three times for each of the
joints relevant to a particular sport. Refer to the PE Teacher Reference for examples
of passive stretching.
Encourage students to use one of the sport-specific warm up activities used in
Walla Ready Beginner lessons.
Students can choose one of the following warm up activities found in Walla
Ready Beginner lessons:
–

Ball in 2 hands, Lesson 1.

–

Step and swerve, Lesson 2.

–

Paddo’s Simple, Lesson 3.

–

Tactile Pressure Relay, Lesson 4.

–

Paddo’s Complex, Lesson 5.

–

Rugby Octopus, Lesson 6.

–

Wallabies and All Blacks, Lesson 7.

–

Passing Chain, Lesson 8.
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PART 4: THE WALLA RUGBY TOURNAMENT
Suggested time: 20 – 40 minutes (depending on class time available)
The tournament is the core focus of the lesson where students will apply the
skills they learnt throughout the unit in game play.
You may choose any version of Walla Rugby taught throughout the unit as the
game to be played in the tournament. These include:
–

Ball Take Walla

–

Walla Rugby (no lineout, no scrum)

–

Walla Rugby (lineout, no scrum)

–

Walla Rugby (lineout and scrum).

The following Walla Rugby game can be adapted to suit the version of game
that you choose.

TM

The following Walla Rugby game can be adapted to suit
the version of game that you choose.
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WALLA RUGBY (invasion game)
Equipment and set-up
Organise students and equipment as shown below:

How to play:
a. Form two equal teams of four to seven players each. Teams spread out across
their half of the grid, facing the opposite team.
b. Play starts with one team performing a kick-off (punt-kick) on the half way
line of the grid. You may choose to get students to use a tap re-start as an
option if you prefer.
Note: A tap re-start is taken by placing the ball on the ground, using the
foot to propel the ball a small distance forward, then picking up the
ball and continuing play.
c. The team that has possession of the ball is the attacking team whom
attempt to run forward, pass the ball back to team mates, avoid being
tagged by the defending team and score a try.
Note: A try is scored when a player from the attacking team grounds the
ball over the tryline by forcing the ball onto the ground with their
hands whilst staying on their feet .
d. Defenders attempt to tag (Walla Tag) the attackers.
e. When an attacker is tagged they can either pass the ball or set up a ball
take.
f. The defending team must return to the ‘on side’ position (3 steps in front of
the ball) each time there is a ball take.
Note: i) There is no ‘on side’ position if the ball is passed straight after a tag.
ii) The first option for the ball carrier should be to pass the ball, rather
than a ball take option to keep the game free-flowing.
Lesson: Walla Ready 9
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g. If play is stopped e.g. a forward pass is made, ball is knocked on, ball goes
over the sideline, unsportsmanlike behaviour etc, play can be restarted in a
number of ways:
–

Tap re-start (start of play after a try, when a penalty is given to a team,
and prior to learning about the scrum and line-out).

–

Scrum (when a forward pass is made or ball is knocked on).

–

Lineout (when ball goes over the sideline or a player goes over the sideline).

For additional information about the laws of Walla Rugby, refer to the PE
Reference Document.

Teaching points
For attacking players:
– Go forward with the ball.
– Use two hands to hold the ball.
– Run at ‘spaces’ not ‘faces’.
– Keep head up to watch for oncoming players.
– Provide support for the ball carrier by staying close, performing a ball take,
and/or getting into a space for a pass.
For defending players:
– Keep head positioned safely to the side of or behind the player being
tagged.
– Arms should reach in front to make a tag.
– Tag the attacker with a wide foot base and a lead foot close to the player.
– Tags must be made with two hands below the waist.
– Keep head up to watch for oncoming players.
– Put pressure on the attacking team by establishing clear communication
with your defenders, tracking attackers from the side, and making
successful Walla tags.

Variations:
These increase skill level required.
– Reduce the time taken to execute a pass after a Walla tag e.g. speed up
the call of ‘Pass, pass, pass!’.
– Challenge the attacking team to score a try within a set number of Walla tags.
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PART 5: WARM DOWN
Suggested time: 5 minutes
Recap on the progress of the tournament with the students. Refer to the Round
Robin scoring tables and any other areas requiring attention.
Explain to students that an important aspect of any physical activity is cooling
down and stretching.
This helps distribute wastes throughout the body, gradually return physiological
responses to resting levels and reduce the sometimes-harmful impact of
dramatic changes to the body’s activity level.
The warm down activities should comprise of a slow whole body movement,
e.g. jogging or walking, and mild stretching exercises.

Lesson: Walla Ready 9
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TEACHER REFERENCE RESOURCES REQUIRED
Field and Equipment
– A typical Walla Rugby field is 50m x 25m, thus a normal football field will fit
four Walla Rugby fields within it. You can determine the most suitable field
size, but make sure you consider students’ safety within field dimensions.
Play enclosure

5m clear area from playing area to roped boundary

5m

Try line
Touch line

Field of play

In-goal area 5m
Field of play 40m x 25m

In-goal area

– At least one Rugby ball per playing area (use suitable ball sizes to match
students’ age and ability).
– Braids / bibs for teams (at least one set per playing area, i.e. bibs and
non-bibs).

Referees
– Designate students (or community members or older students) to be
referees for each match.
– Go through the rules to be used in games.
– Decide on team to start with the ball (coin toss etc).
– Blow whistle to start play.
– Stay positioned on the same side as the defending team.
– Call out when a player has been tagged and call ‘Pass, pass, pass!’

Lesson: Walla Ready 9
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– Call ‘Ball take’ if a player doesn’t pass the ball after such time.
– Remind defenders to get back on-side when a ball take occurs.
– Avoid blowing the whistle to stop play but if a ball is knocked on, thrown forward,
goes out over the sideline, or a player goes over the sideline or displays
unsportsmanlike behaviour, blow whistle and re-start play with the appropriate
action e.g. a tap re-start, scrum, or line-out.
– Blow whistle if a try is scored.
If there is time, go through specific ways that game elements such as the
knock on, line-out, scrum should be managed in terms of referee’s position,
safety considerations and communications with players.
– Remind all students that the goals of the game are to have fun, apply the
skills they’ve learnt, to work as a team, and to feel good about themselves.
They must also be good sports which includes accepting and respecting the
referee’s decisions.

Time
– A typical Walla Rugby game is a maximum of two 15 minute halves. You can
be flexible in how much time you assign to each match based on the time
you have available.
– In order to play a Round Robin effectively, you will require up to 2 x 40
minute lessons, however you might find you’d like to extend the tournament
into other lessons, lunchtimes etc.
– Indicate how students will know when the matches are finished, e.g. a
hooter, a loud whistle, a bell etc.

Teams
– Typically each Walla Rugby team consists of seven players on the field, with
additional players as substitutes.
– Select teams that are single-sexed or mixed, but which are relatively equal
in ability.
– Assign team names so teams can be identified on the field, and on the
scoring table. Examples include high-profile Rugby teams, e.g. Wallabies,
Wallaroos, All Blacks, Springboks, Reds, Waratahs, Brumbies.

Lesson: Walla Ready 9
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TEACHER REFERENCE ROUND ROBIN – SCORING TABLES 1
Benefits of a Round Robin Tournament
– Each team gets to play each of the other teams at least once thus giving a
fair indication of the ‘best’ team by the end of the tournament.
– Team are usually selected so that they are of equal ability, thus games are
competitive.
– Students develop a strong sense of ‘team’ due to the amount of times they
get to play together.
– Students get time to practise their skills over a number of games rather
than just one game.
– The tournament can be organised to finish at a set time based on organised
start and finish times.

Three teams
– One playing area required.
– Three rounds:
Rd 1 – 1 v 3
Rd 2 – 2 v 3
Rd 3 – 1 v 2
– Scoring example: Win = 3 points, Draw = 2 points, Loss = 1 point.
Teams

1

2

3

Total

1

2

3
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TEACHER REFERENCE ROUND ROBIN – SCORING TABLES 2
Four teams
– Two playing areas required.
– Three rounds:
Rd 1 – 1 v 3; 2 v 4
Rd 2 – 1 v 2; 3 v 4
Rd 3 – 1 v 4; 2 v 3
– Scoring example: Win = 3 points, Draw = 2 points, Loss = 1 point.
Teams

1

2

3

4

Total

1

2

3

4
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TEACHER REFERENCE ROUND ROBIN – SCORING TABLES 3
Five teams
– Two playing areas required.
– Five rounds:
Rd 1 - 1 v 5 2 v 4
Rd 2 - 1 v 3 4 v 5
Rd 3 - 2 v 5 3 v 4
Rd 4 - 1 v 4 2 v 3
Rd 5 - 1 v 2 3 v 5
– Scoring example: Win = 3 points, Draw = 2 points, Loss = 1 point.
Teams

1

2

3

4

5

Total

1

2

3

4

5
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TEACHER REFERENCE ROUND ROBIN – SCORING TABLES 4
Six teams
– Three playing areas required.
– Five rounds:
Rd 1 - 1 v 5 2 v 4 3 v 6
Rd 2 - 1 v 2 3 v 5 4 v 6
Rd 3 - 1 v 6 2 v 5 3 v 4
Rd 4 - 1 v 3 2 v 6 4 v 5
Rd 5 - 1 v 4 2 v 3 5 v 6
– Scoring example: Win = 3 points, Draw = 2 points, Loss = 1 point.

Teams

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

1

2

3

4

5

6
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TEACHER REFERENCE ROUND ROBIN – SCORING TABLES 5
Seven Teams
– Three playing areas required.
– Seven rounds:
Rd 1 - 1 v 5 2 v 4 6 v 7
Rd 2 - 2 v 7 3 v 6 4 v 5
Rd 3 - 1 v 4 2 v 3 5 v 7
Rd 4 - 1 v 7 2 v 6 3 v 5
Rd 5 - 1 v 3 4 v 7 5 v 6
Rd 6 - 1 v 6 2 v 5 3 v 4
Rd 7 - 1 v 2 3 v 7 4 v 6
– Scoring example: Win = 3 points, Draw = 2 points, Loss = 1 point.
Teams

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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TEACHER REFERENCE ROUND ROBIN – SCORING TABLES 6
Eight Teams
– Four playing areas required.
– Seven rounds:
Rd 1 - 1 v 2 3 v 8 4 v 7 5 v 6
Rd 2 - 1 v 5 2 v 4 3 v 6 7 v 8
Rd 3 - 1 v 3 2 v 7 4 v 5 6 v 8
Rd 4 - 1 v 6 2 v 8 3 v 4 5 v 7
Rd 5 - 1 v 8 2 v 5 3 v 7 4 v 6
Rd 6 - 1 v 4 2 v 3 5 v 8 6 v 7
Rd 7 - 1 v 7 2 v 6 3 v 5 4 v 8
– Scoring example: Win = 3 points, Draw = 2 points, Loss = 1 point.
Teams

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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TEACHER REFERENCE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Assessment
You may choose to incorporate an assessment item based on the Walla Rugby
Tournament including student skill levels, teamwork and communication etc.

Good Sport Award
A good sport is someone who shows pride, fair play, leadership, courage,
mateship, and team spirit on and off the Rugby field.
A ‘Good Sports’ approach could be adopted throughout the Walla Rugby
Tournament to encourage students to display the following behaviours:
– Never argue with the referee’s decisions.
– Applaud all good play, whether by your team or by your opponent.
– Shake hands with all the opposing team at the conclusion of the game and
clap them off in the spirit of being a good sport.
– Treat all players as you would like to be treated.
– Remember that the goals of the game are to have fun, improve skills and
feel good.
– Don’t be a show-off or always try to ‘hog’ the ball.
– Cooperate with your coach, team mates, referees and opponents.
You may decide to reward students being ‘Good Sports’ rather than focus on
the outcomes of the game results.
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